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Central Idea

The interactions resulting from 
exploration, which can be viewed 

from different perspectives, 
change people and places.



What is Exploration?

Definition: Exploration is Investigating areas and objects as 
well as cerebral things that are unfamiliar to you. People 
usually explore because they want to spread religion, trade 
goods such as food, minerals or other riches, find better trade 
routes, simply to be wealthy, because they are curious, to be 
more powerful, own more land and to learn new things. 



Captain Cooks Motivation to Explore and the 
result .

Motivation: Cook wanted to observe the planet venus to help astronomers calculate the 
distance between earth and sun. He was also on a secret mission for the King.

Changes:
Environment:
James Cook changed the environment by modernising with infrastructure chopping down 
trees and taking away natural resources such as gold, oil, and minerals 

Society:
There was conflict before the british conquered australia. When they defeated them with 
help of their modern weaponry The indigenous got enslaved and/or even killed.



Different perspectives of the discovery of James 
Cook
Indigenous:  When the british came we were surprised, and then they started 
fighting. what were we supposed to do? Soon enough we were enslaved, why? 
What did they want from us? It was terrible having to work all day and being forced 
to believe in their religion even though we had our own.

British: it was such luck that we found australia we had more places to live in, our 
empire grew and we had more slaves. The land looked wonderful after we 
modernised it. We did the right decision to conquer australia it brought us so 
much. 



Conclusion

I agree with the central idea because exploration can be seen from different perspectives 
such as here were  the indigenous and the british see the discovery from 2 different 
perspectives. The discoveries resulting from exploration lead to conflict (Australia was 
exploited to make way for modernisation) because some big-headed people want to conquer 
Land and when they won a war it also leads to new land (sometimes food) and natural 
resources so change.. Exploration also does not only change in one way but in different 
ways like for the environment and the society (like here the environment was changed to 
houses and the society was enslaved) and also that in positive and negative ways depending 
on the perspective (looking at our story a positive change is that there was more space to 
live in but the negative change was that many people got enslaved. These are the reasons 
why I fully and totally agree with the central idea.



Thanks for watching, I’ll be gone!!!!!!


